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Details of Visit:

Author: RammiXP
Location 2: South Kensington
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 29 Sep 2011 1pm
Duration of Visit: 30
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

This is a nice upscale apartment in south Kensington, clean and discrete.

The Lady:

Jade is a gorgeous Brazilian girl with a beautiful face and a small and full figured body. Great
enhanced breasts and an ass that is perfection in my eyes (not to small not to big)

The Story:

I am so happy I made the choice to try out House of Divine and Jade. I have known about the
agency for a while but since moving to the states I have not had the opportunity to go when I have
visited.

I arrived and the receptionist opened the door, Jade was waiting in the room and looked stunning in
some stockings and a bra, thong and heels. There was a little mix up which i will take part of the
blame for (i did not confirm at the correct time) So i had to wait about 5 mins before we could go into
the room. All was handled professionally by staff and then I was led to the room.

This is where Jade obviously excelled, her nice nature and dirty minx underneath makes her that
perfect mix of naughty and nice. She gave fantastic DFK followed by each of us slowly hugging and
moving hand over each others body. She unbutton my shirt slowly and we moved to the bed. Here
Jade started on what I will have to say is one of the best OWO. This was followed by Oral on Jade
and Sex in mish and doogie, which lasted all of about 3 mins as it was impossible to contain myself.
(should have cleaned the pipes before hand as its been a while)

All in all it was a great experience that I would recommend to anyone. It such a cliche but really I
wish I had booked more time but my schedule could not have allowed for more than 30 mins to go
to an Incall. If only I could have had Jade come to my hotel room :D
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